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BUBBLE MEMORIES FOR SPACECRAFT MASS STORAGE
STATUS AND POTENTIAL

Glenn W. Murray
Rockwell International
Anaheim, California

ABSTRACT

A combination of solid state technology, high storage density and nonvolatility makes
Bubble Memory Technology an attractive option for spacecraft system designers. It has
the potential for not only replacing conventional spaceborne mass store media such as tape
but also the flexibility to be configured into mass store system resembling disks providing
the designer with memory organizations for space applications not previously available.
The current state of this technology is assessed in terms of memory element, memory
element packaging and system design with special attention to those aspects particularly
relevant to space applications. Future developments in the technology and their impact on
the capability and application are also considered.

INTRODUCTION

Bubble Domain Memory is a new mass storage memory medium which is rapidly maturing
to a state that will see general commercial application during the coming year. These
applications will principally be as “gap filler” memories between fast RAM’s and large
mass memories and as replacements for cassettes and floppy disks. Beyond commercial
applications, there are a number of characteristics of this technology which make it
particularly attractive to the spacecraft system designer. The nonvolatile solid state nature
of bubble memory combined with a high data storage density make it an obvious candidate
for a tape recorder replacement with reliability being a primary consideration. In addition
to such replacement applications, the characteristics of bubble memory elements and
bubble memory systems allow a flexibility leading to memory organizations which are not
readily available for spacecraft use from current memory technologies.

The intent of this paper is to provide an overview of bubble domain technology with
special emphasis on aspects of its application to spacecraft systems. This discussion will
be divided into three major sections; Bubble Memory Element, Bubble Memory Element
Packaging and Bubble Memory Systems. Each of these sections will review the associated 



technology, asses the current state of the technology and consider the impact of future
improvements in the technology.

BUBBLE MEMORY ELEMENT TECHNOLOGY

Bubble Memory Element Operation

Bubble Memory Devices make use of the manipulation of stable cylindrical domains
(called bubbles) in a thin planar magnetic garnet film to store digital data. The memory
elements are formed by epitaxial growth of the magnetic garnet on a nonmagnetic garnet
substrate. When a magnetic bias field of the proper amplitude is applied normal to the film
surface, it is possible to form small stable cylindrical magnetic domains which are
magnetized in a direct antiparallel to the remainder of the film and the bias field. These
cylindrical domains or bubbles may then be used to represent digital data stored in the
film. (A digital “1” represented by a bubble and a “0” by the absence of a bubble.) By
applying an appropriate permalloy thin film pattern over the surface of the bubble material,
the interaction of the bubbles with the permalloy patterns may be made to define stable
rest positions for the bubbles over the surface of the device. These rest positions must be
spaced about four bubble diameters apart to minimize interaction with this fact establishing
the maximum storage density for a given bubble size.

A conductor layer is also deposited on the surface of the bubble device to allow formation
of current loops which can be used to locally modify the applied magnetic field in
conjunction with specially designed permalloy pattern elements to perform operations on
bubbles at specific locations. Operations performed in this manner include the generation
or writing of a bubble, the annihilation or erasure of a bubble, transfer of a bubble from
one location to another and replication of a bubble from one location to another. The
current loops which perform these functions are termed generators, annihilators, transfer
gates and replicate gates respectively.

If a rotating magnetic field is applied in the plane of the bubble memory element, the
magnetic polarization of the permalloy pattern elements will shift in response to the field
orientation in such a way that a bubble located at one permalloy pattern element will be
shifted to the adjacent pattern for each cycle in the rotating field. By configuring the
permalloy elements into closed loops, shift registers may be formed for the bubbles with
propagation controlled by the rotating field. Using the functions formed by the conductor
layer, bubbles may be generated into, erased from or transferred between these shift
registers to form the basis for a memory storage element.

Detection or reading bubbles from these shift registers is accomplished using magneto
resistive sensing. This is achieved by locally distorting the bubble to be read into a long



strip up to 1000 bubble diameters wide. This strip is then moved past a permalloy
detection element which experiences a magnetically induced change in resistance due to
the magnetic field of the bubble. By electronically sensing this change in resistance, the
presence of a bubble may be detected.

The photograph of Figure 1 illustrates the implementation of a number of the design
features of a 250 Kb bubble memory element.

Bubble Memory Element Organization

The two basic organizations used in configuring bubble memory elements are illustrated in
Figure 2. Figure 2(a) is the simplest possible organization consisting of a single long serial
storage loop. Data may be written into the loop by applying a current pulse to the
generator or erased from the loop by a current pulse in the annihilator. Data is replicated
out of the storage loop into an auxilliary track containing the detector to provide a
nondestructive read operation. The primary advantage of this organization is its simplicity
of operation. It operates in a straightforward manner as a first in-first out serial memory
and requires a minimal amount of user control. Data may be written or read from the
element in any size blocks. Disadvantages of a serial organization are a relatively long
access time due to the length of the storage loop and a practical limitation on element
capacity due to the defect intolerance of a single long storage loop. 120K bits is probably a
practical maximum for a serial memory element.

The second primary memory element configuration is generally known as a major-minor
organization and is illustrated in Figure 2(b). In this design the data storage area is divided
into a number of closed serial shift registers called minor loops. Two major loops or tracks
are used to input and output data from the minor loops. To input or write data, information
is generated into the input track and then, by applying a current pulse to the transfer in gate
conductor loop, the data is transferred in parallel into the minor loops. For a read
operation, data from the minor loops is replicated in parallel into the read track by applying
a current pulse to the replicate/transfer out gate conductor loop. The data is shifted serially
into the detector and sensed. Since the data is replicated from the minor loop, a
nondestructive read is performed and the data in the detector track is discarded after
sensing. It will be noted this organization implies data must be read and written in blocks
equal in size to the number of minor loops, which leads to a block organized memory
configuration.

Advantages of the major/minor or block organized memory element include reduced
access time (a function of minor loop length as opposed to total chip capacity as is the case
with a serial organization) and the capability to tolerate defects for improved yield through
the inclusion of redundant or spare minor loops in the element design. Major disadvantages



of this design are a relatively complex control function because of the transfer/shift
alignment requirement and the requirement that data must be in multiples of the chip block
size. Further control complication is introduced if spare loops are used and must be
accounted for in the data flow.

Status of Bubble Memory Element Technology

Two parameters may be used in characterizing the state of bubble memory technology.
The most fundamental of the two is the bubble diameter which establishes storage density.
A second parameter is the memory element physical size which in combination with the
bubble diameter determines memory element capacity. Bubble Memory technology which
is proven and currently available has a bubble diameter of about 4 µm providing a storage
area density of 2.5 x 106 bits/in2. Using this technology, serial memory elements with a
capa city of 100 K bits on a 0.25" x 0.25" chip and block organized memory elements with
capacities up to 256K bits on a 0.4" x 0.4" chip have been fabricated. 256K bits probably
represent a practical maximum chip capacity for this level of the technology with
physically larger elements representing serious packaging and rotating field related drive
problems. A conservative estimate of the operating temperature and frequency range for
this current bubble technology would be a temperature range of -10EC to 70EC and a
maximum operating frequency of 150 KHz.

The next step in the technology will see a reduction in bubble diameter from 4 µm to 2 µm
which will yield a storage area density of 107 bits/in2. Devices with this density have been
fabricated and operated in development laboratories1,2,3 and should be generally available
in two or three years. With this technology, memory elements with capacities up to 1 M
bits on a 0.4" x 0.4" chip will be feasible. It is also anticipated that this time frame will see
developments resulting in extended limits for operating temperature and frequency.
Operating temperature ranges of -25EC to +85EC and operating frequencies up to 500
KHz may be possible. One potential disadvantage to the 2 µm bubble chip is the tendency
for required rotating drive field amplitude to increase compared with less dense bubble
devices. To the extent this problem continues to exist, it may present the memory user with
a volume/weight versus power tradeoff for high data rate applications where rotating field
drive power is a major component of system power.

Beyond 2 µm bubble devices, the next foreseeable progression will be to a 1 µm bubble
device. Materials with bubbles of this size have been fabricated and limited memory
element functions demonstrated4. It presently appears the practical use of 1 µm bubble
memory elements will be a more fundamental step than that involved with 2 µm devices.
To a large extent, 2 µm bubble technology is a relatively direct extention of 4 µm bubble
concepts while 1 µm bubble devices may involve the application of new techniques. The
work in this technology should lead to the general availability of a 4 M bit chip of 0.4" x



0.4" size in the time frame of 1985. As was the case for 2 µm bubble devices, rotating field
drive amplitude may present a problem.

Table 1 presents a summary of current and projected future bubble memory element
technology characteristics.

MEMORY ELEMENT PACKAGING

As described in the above Section, the Memory Element requires a bias and a rotating
magnetic field for operation. The bubble memory package or cell generates the needed
magnetic environment while also providing for mechanical protection and mounting of the
memory elements. Basic components of the cell include coils for generation of the rotating
magnetic field and a magnetic circuit using permanent magnets to provide the bias field.
Figure 3 is an exploded view of a typical bubble memory cell. The rotating field is
generated by two mutually orthogonal coils which enclose the bubble device. When these
coils are driven by A.C. sources which are phased 90E apart, the vector sum of the two
magnetic fields rotates in the plane of the memory element. A bias field is formed by the
two permanent magnets in a magnetic circuit consisting of the magnets, a permalloy shell
which encloses the cell and two ferrite plates. The memory element is in a gap in this
magnetic circuit with the flux flowing through the circuit producing the bias field.

Two basic approaches are possible for configuring the memory cell. The first involves
using only a single memory element in each package. This approach is used on currently
available commercial memory packages as illustrated by the 256 K bit bubble memory cell
of Figure 4. This package utilizes an encapsulated assembly with DIP interconnect.
Although this type of packaging is not suitable for space applications, it is anticipated that
military versions of single chip packages will be available in the near future. An alternative
cell approach is to package a number of memory elements in a single cell. Such an
approach is illustrated by the cell of Figure 5. This cell has a capacity of 1.6 M bits in the
form of sixteen 100 K bit bubble memory elements and was designed for a prototype
spacecraft data recorder5.

The choice of a single or multichip package is basically one of packaging efficiency. The
multichip package of Figure 5 weighs 1 x 107 lb/bit and has a volume of 1.3 x 10-6 in3/bit.
This compares with 3 x 10-7 lb/bit and 2.4 x 10-6 in3/bit for a single chip package. For small
memory systems, support electronics and power supply weight and volume will generally
be much greater than the memory cell weight and volume which will allow utilization of
single chip cells without significant impact on system weight and volume. However for
very large memory systems the x 3 difference in weight efficiency and x 2 difference in
volume efficiency will have significant impact on the overall system. This is particularity
important for spacecraft applications where weight and volume are generally critical



parameters. For the memory elements currently available, a memory capacity of 106 bits is
the crossover point for utilizing a multichip package if weight and volume are of concern.
This is illustrated in Figure 6 which plots the percentage increase in system weight and
volume versus memory system capacity that results from use of a single chip package as
opposed to a 16 chip package. Clearly, as the storage density of memory elements
increase, the maximum memory capacity that may be implemented using a single chip
package without weight and volume penalty will also increase. For example, a 4 M bit chip
would allow a weight and volume efficient memory of a capacity in excess of 107 bits
using a single chip package.

Status of Bubble Memory Element Packaging

A single chip DIP bubble memory element package is currently the standard for
commercial bubble memory technology and would appear likely to remain so in the future.
Present packages of this type are encapsulated and are probably not satisfactory for space
applications. However, hermetically sealed military versions of a single chip package will
probably be available in 1981 and should provide a good basis for spaceborne memory
systems with capacities up to 106 bits using present generation bubble devices. As denser
bubble memory devices become available, it will be possible to practically extend this
approach for memories up to 107 bits in size.

Multichip packages will probably not be generally used in the commercial area but will be
reserved for large memory applications which are weight and volume sensitive such as
avionics and spacecraft. Because of the custom nature of many such applications, a
relatively universal approach to packaging such as is developing in the commercial area
does not seem likely. Multichip capacities ranging from 2 to 64 memory elements have
been reported with each manufacturer who addresses this particular market developing
their own combined memory cell-system solution to configuring a weight and volume
efficient bubble memory system. Most multichip cells will fall within the two to sixteen
chip range.

BUBBLE MEMORY SYSTEM DESIGN

General Organization

The basic building block of any bubble memory system is a functional grouping of
components that is generally called a memory module. A memory module contains a
number of memory cells, circuitry required for driving the rotating field coils of the cells,
circuitry for sensing bubble memory element signals, circuitry required for controlling the
memory elements such as generate and transfer drivers and timing circuits to control these
direct memory functions. Figure 7 illustrates the basic block organization of a memory



module. A system may contain a single memory module with one cell or many memory
modules with each module containing a number of cells.

For operation, the memory module is enabled and the address of the cell to be operated is
provided along with the operating mode (i.e., read, write, transfer, etc.). When the run
command line is brought true, the rotating field is applied to the addressed cell and the
specified operation performed. If the run command is held true, additional field cycles will
be run with each cycle providing the operation specified by the mode control at that time.
From this description, it is obvious that a memory module is not a stand alone memory
system but requires the services of a controller to meaningfully store and retrieve
information from a memory module. If the memory module is used as part of a computer
system, it is feasible to implement the controller in computer software for a system using
the relatively simple serial memory element. However, for systems where data input and
output is required to be asynchronous or a major-minor memory element is used that
requires complex control functions and redundant loop masking, a controller that is an
intrinsic part of the bubble memory is required.

A block diagram for a typical controller is illustrated in Figure 8. Such controllers may
often be efficiently implemented utilizing microprocessors to interpret user commands and
addresses to appropriate memory module commands and to control the transfer of data
between the controller buffer memory and the memory modules.

Basically, the function of the controller is to serve as a data buffer between the user and
the memory module and to monitor status of the data record within the memory module.
Since the memory module can only read or write at multiples of the rotating field rate, a
small buffer memory such as a FIFO is generally used in the controller. For a write, data is
accumulated at a user clock rate in the buffer. When a specified block is accumulated, the
controller will initiate transfer into the memory module at an internal field synchronous
rate. For a read, the controller will instigate a transfer from memory module to buffer. The
user may then remove data from the buffer at any clock with the controller transferring
additional blocks to make data continuously available at the output. In addition to directing
data transfer, the controller also keeps track of the current record location in the memory
module comutating between cells as required during a read or write or aligning to the start
of record to initiate a read. For block organized chips, the controller also masks unused
redundant minor loops to make the bad loops transparent to the user.

System Design for Spacecraft Application

For commercial system application, a standard approach appears to be evolving toward the
use of a memory module containing the number of memory cells required running in
parallel to generate the required data rate and the necessary support electronics.



Memory capacity is expanded by stacking up modules in this type. For mass memory
space applications such as approach will generally be too weight and volume inefficient to
be acceptable. First, as discussed previously, such application will require the use of
multichip packages containing sufficient elements to provide the required data rate when
run in parallel. Additionally it will be found for multicell systems a single cell per module
with its own support electronics is not efficient. To reach acceptable weight and volume
values, a number of cells must be packaged on a memory module sharing common support
circuitry through matrix configurations. The number of cells placed on a single module is a
trade off between packaging efficiency and circuit limitations associated with maximum
matrix size. Reliability is also a factor in this trade off in terms of graceful degradation
which is a desirable attribute for many space applications. If all cells are placed on one
module, which is packaging efficient, a single matrix failure can totally disable the
memory. A memory with cells distributed over a number of memory modules is a less
efficient package, but will only lose part of its capacity from a single module failure.

Bubble Memory System Status

Both the Air Force and NASA are currently active in developing bubble memory system
technology for applications where weight, volume and severe environments are important
considerations. The present Air Force program is directed primarily at avionics
applications6. This program managed by the Air Force Avionics Laboratory and performed
by Texas Instruments will result in a number of “brassboard” systems to demonstrate
bubble memory system concepts. Using present technology of 5 µm bubbles with a 128 K
bit major minor device, a 16 M bit breassboard of a drum/disk replacement with data rates
up to 2 MHz will be fabricated. Estimated weight and volume are 56 pounds and 1555 in3.

The NASA program managed by NASA’s Langley Research Center and contracted to
Rockwell International resulted in the design, fabrication and test of a partially populated
108 bit prototype spacecraft data recorder7. This system weighs 47 pounds and has a
volume of 850 in3. It is capable of multiple configurations and data rates up to 1.2 M
bits/sec. This system uses 4 µm bubble technology and a 100 K bit serial memory element.
NASA is currently undertaking work which will lead to the design, fabrication and
qualification of a 107 bit bubble memory based on the experience of the prototype
recorder.

Based on present activity, it seems likely that in three to four years space qualified bubble
memories using present bubble technology will be available. As more dense bubble
memory elements become available, improved weight and volume efficiency will be
possible. Figure 9, using the capability of current 4 µm bubble memory elements, projects
achieveable bit weight and volume densities as a function of memory capacity for 2 µm
and 1 µm memory elements. In terms of characteristics of the Air Force and NASA



systems described previously, one of the less attractive features of bubble memories is the
high power at high data rates; on the order of 100 watts at 2 MHz. This power is primarily
coil drive power and is a function of required rotating field amplitude. As discussed in the
section on memory element technology, work is being done to reduce this value although it
is difficult to estimate how much reduction may be achieved. However since coil driver
power is a function of the square of the drive amplitude, an eventual reduction in power on
the order of 1/2 does not seem unreasonable.

CONCLUSIONS

Bubble memory offers a nonvolatile, solid state and flexible mass storage medium for
spacecraft applications. Current technology offers devices with 100 K bit capacities and
storage densities on the order of 2.5 x 106 bits/in2 with 1 Mb devices with storage densities
of 107 bits/in2 available by 1985. Weight and volume constraints will require the use of
multicell memory modules for space applications. Current programs directed toward space
applications have proven the system concepts required for space mass memory systems
and should see the qualification of a spacecraft mass memory system bit weight and
volume densities of 2.2 x 106 bits/lb and 1.2 x 105 bits/in3 . Advances in bubble device
density will lead to an increase in these densities to 6 x 107 bits/lb and 2.8 x 106 bits/in3 by
the late 1980s.
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FIGURE 1.  256 Kb CHIP

FIGURE 2(a).  SERIAL CHIP



FIGURE 2(b).  MAJOR/MINOR CHIP

FIGURE 3.  CELL STRUCTURE

FIGURE 4.  SINGLE CHIP CELL



FIGURE 5.  MULTICHIP CELL

FIGURE 6.   SINGLE VERSUS MULTIPLE CHIP PACKAGING

FIGURE 7.  MEMORY MODULE BLOCK ORGANIZATION



FIGURE 8.  CONTROLLER BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 9.  SYSTEM STORAGE DENSITY

TABLE 1.  MEMORY ELEMENT SUMMARY

TIME FRAME TECHNOLOGY ELEMENT SIZE ORGANIZATION DRIVE

Present
1980 - 1985
1985 - 1990

4 µm Bubbles
2 µm Bubbles
1 µm Bubbles

250 Kb
1 Mb
4 Mb

Serial, Major/Minor
Major/Minor

45 oe
60 oe
50 - 90 oe


